
Definitions of Watch Features 

ALARM: A watch feature that sounds an alarm at pre-set time w at regular interva1s. 

ANALOG: A timepiece with dial, hands and numbers or m a r k s  indicating the 12 hour time span. The standard 
watch design. 

ANALOG QUARTZ: The most commonly-ud term referring to any analog timepiece that o v a *  on a battery 
or on solar power and is regulated by a quartz crystal. 

AUTO REPEAT TIMEK: A feature that allows for continuous operation of a countdown thw. If timer function is 
set at one hour and started, it will countdown to zero, beep with warning signal and immediately return to the 
preset time and start the countdown again. T h i s  would continue until stop button is pushed. 

B A G W T l E  Ladies style watch with a thin, elongated face; usually Mangular in shape but may be oval. 

BASE METAL: Any non-precious metal. 

BATTEFtY LIFE: The minimum paid of h e  that a battery will continue to provide power to run the watch. Life 
begins at the point of manufacturn when the factory initially installs the battery. 
- 

BEZEL: The ring around the diaI of a watch that can hold the crystal in place. In some watches (e.g., diver's 
watch@) this can be rotated to show elapsed time as well as other functions. 
3 Compass bezel 

Direct the hour hand towards the sun. 
Turn the bezel, so that the "S" (south) mark is positiondl midway between the hour hand and 12 a'cIock 
position. 
The bezel indicates the approximate direction. 

2 Rotating bezel switch 
For these series, bezel performs as a switch to select various modes of the watch. 
Each time when bezel is turned, mode changes and the watch shows different display. 
The selected mode is always indicated at 12 o'clock pi t ion .  

3 Rotating elapsed time bezel 
Rotate the bezel so that " " mark (or "W) is where minute hand is pointing. 
You can telZ how many minutes have elapsed by reading the minute mark on the bezel. 

BRACELET: A metallic watch band. 
4 Block--GenwaHy made of brass. It comes in a variety of styles and patterns and generally uses a jeweler's clasp. 
4 Link--Generally made of stainless steel and can be made in various qualities such as wraparound or solid link 
construction. I t  comes in a variety of styles and patterns. Generally uses a foId-over buckle as a clmure. 

4 Mesh-A flexible fabric made of interwoven wire spirals in a specific deign pattern, ia., Milanese, Polacca, 
Herringbone, etc. 
Wire Meshxenerally a stainless steel. wire bramet with a struck design pattern to simulate genuine mesh. 

CABOCHON CROWN: A m n d d  semi-prrxious stone or synthetic material usually black, fitted into the watch 
crown as an ornament. 

CALENDAR: A watch featurn that shows the date and sometimes the day of the week and the month. It a n  be 
displayed through a cut-out window in the dial, as a sub-diaI with $Inall hands indicating the day/date feahm or 
by digital readout. 

CALIBRE: The size and factory number of a particular watch movement. The n u m b  denoting the calibre is 
displayed on the case back of a h l s a t  watch and is the first four digits before the hyphen in an eightdigit number. 

CASE: This is the prowve  coming surrounding a watch movement. Primarily it is made from base metal, 
stainless steel, goId, etc. and includes a bezel, back and crystal. The quality of the material dictates the appearance 
and the value of the watch. 

CHRONOGRAPH: Another name for stopwatch. This feature allows one to record the time of art went starting 
h m  zero, and to stop and start or go back to m at the push of a button. Some also include additional f e a m  
such as countdown timer and lap time. 
+ Elapsed Tme: The adual time taken to travel over a speEifred mum. 
4 Split Time: The elapsed time required to cover a distance from the start to a given point before the finish (or 
before going the whole distance). 

4 Lap llme: The elapsed time required to cover a given sebion (lap) of the whole distance. 
4 Accumulated Elapsed Erne: Total time of an event when timing is startdl, s t 0 4  and restarted. 

(See chart on following page.) 

CLASP: The attachment used to connect the two ends of the watch bracelet or strap around the wrist. 
4 Deployment Buckl-A three-folding enclosure, which secures the two ends of the bracelet and allows enough 

mrn for placing the watch on the wrist when fully deployed. When closed, the buckle covers the -piece 
folding mechanism. 

4 Fold-over Buckl+See Deployment Buckle. 
4 Hook Lock-Two separate units each fitting on either end of the bracelet which allows the watch to be laid 

out. One end of the closure hooks onto the other to secure the two ends of the bracelet. 
Jeweler" Clasp--A closure that i s  generally used on better bracelets. Also allows it to lie f i t .  

4 Sliding Clasp-Also a hook typ method but aIlows for easy sizing of the bracelet by sliding up. 
Twist Lock-A closure similar to Jewelers's Clasp used on ladie jewelry bracetets. rage 1 of w 
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CHRONOGRAPH CONTINUED (From Previous Page) 
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COUNTDOWN TIMER: M e a s m  remain in^ time fmm preset p a  of time. (Example: Can be used to 
countdown time of a basketball game.) 

CROWN: The butkon on the side of a watch, usually at the 3 o'dmk p i t i o n ,  used to ret the functions of the 
watch, i.e., hands, calender, etc. 

- 

CRYSTAL The mineral or synthetic (glass-like) covering over the watch dial. 

SAPPHIRE CRYSTAL Scratch resistant crystal. 

SAPFHLEX CRYSTAL: Combt ion  of sapphire and hardlex mytds.  

DIAL: The plate set behind the hands and aver the movement of a watch designed with numerals or markers 
indicating the time divisions. 

DIGITAL: Any watch that shows the time in numbers instead of by hands on a dial. The numbers appear in LCD 
Qiquid crystal diode) which shows a continuous reading or in LED I l i g h t d t t i n g  d i d e )  which shows time at the 
push of a bulton. 

DIRECTIONAL COMPASS: Can be displayed by a rotating bezel or digital readout on the face of the watch. It is 
used to determine a geographical direction utilizing the lmation of the sun. 

DIVER'S WATCHES: * Diver's watch- are designed and m a n u f a M  e ~ p i a l l y  for divers whose lives depend on the ~eliabiIity of 
their watch in the water. 

4 Seiko and Pulsar diver's watches meet ISO (International Standaidition Qrganization) regulations. Divefs 
watches must meet various standards repiding water resistancy, presrmre sesistancy, readability in the water, 
time presetting function (rotating elapsed time bezel), anti-magnetic abity, anti-shock, mt resistancy in salt 
water, manageability in water, ability to withstand sudden temperature change, etc. 

4 Seiko and Pulsar diver's watches also have featurn such as: 
Rotating bezel will only rotate counter clockwise. This is so in case rotakd accidentally the bezel will not 
show an extended diving duration. 
For accurate setting. bezel also has a one minute intewaI click. 

* Inscribed on the case back is the battery replacement month to prwent the watch from stopping during diving. 
Straps feature extra Iarge buckle for easy fastening and longer length to allow it to be worn over diving suit. 
Bezel is  set higher than the surface of the crystal to heIp protect it. 
Large luminous hands and markers are designed for clear readabiliq. 
Please refer to the Instruction Booklet for "Periodical Check," "Pre-Diving Check," and "Battery Change 
Instructions." 
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DUAL TIME INDICATOR: Displays time in two different time zones. 

ELECTROPLATING PROCESS: Process of mer ing  metal articles with a film of other metals. The arlicle is 
immersed in a chemical solution; electric current (D.C.) flows through the solution from a piece of metal (anode) to 
the article (cathode), depositing metal thereon by electrolysis. Metals which can be used for plating are: 1) gold- 
a precious metal generally yellow in color; 2) chrome--can be white or black; 3) palladium-a precious metal, 
p e r a l l y  white; 4) ruthenium--also a precious metal but usually gray. 

14 KARAT: The Karat mark tells you that it is a d  gold and the pramtage of pure gold in the piece. All 14K pieces 
are 58.3% pure gold. 

HANDS: The pointing dwice anchod at the center and circling around the dial indicating the hours, minutesI 
seconds and any other special features of the watch. 
+ Alpha Hands: A slightly tapered hand. + Baton Hands: A narrow hand sometimes referred to as a stick hand. + Dauphine Hands: A wide, tapered hand with a facet at the center rurining the length of the hand. 
+ Luminoua Hands: Hands made of skeleton form with the opening filled by a iuminous material. * Skeleton Hands: Cut-out hands showing only the frame. 

HOURLY TIME SIGNAL: 
Single beep/ chime which rings on the hour, every hour when it is engaged, 

KINETIE Based on rwofutionary techn01ogy, Seiko Kinetic@ watches run entireIy an self genera& energy from 
natural movement of your wrist. It never needs a battery. 

LIIMIBRITE9: Environmentally safe illumination technology that will glow brightly for hours without pushing a 
button or drawing energy from a battery. 

LUMINOUS: Self PIumirtating paint u d  on hands and markers. 

MOON PHASE: A wheel on a watch partially showing through a cut-out window indicating the lunar phases. 

QUARTZ: A natural or commercially synthesized silicon dioxide crystal. Used in "quartz analogw or solid state 
digital watches. When activated by a battery or solar power, the thin sliver of aystal very predictably vibrates at an 
extremely high frequency (32,768 times per second) thus providing very accurate time keeping. The main 
components are: an Electronic Circuit Block (Quartz Oscillator and CMQS-IC) and the Mechanical Block (step 
mator, gear train, hands) and a battery. 

RATCHET BEZEL RING: A bezel ring which can turn either one way (counter clockwise) or both ways and 
generally clicks into psit ioh 

SCREWOWN LOCKING CROWN: A mwn which aids water resistance by sealing the m w n  against the case. 
The seal is  achieved by the matching of a threaded pipe on the case with the crown's internal threads and gasketing 
while twisting the crown to lock it into place. 

SLmE RULE BEZEL A rotating bezel that is printed with a logarithmic scale and assorbed other scales and is used 
in conjunction with fixed rules of mathematics to perform general mathematical calculations or navigational 
computations. 

SPLIT TIME MEASUREMENT: 
+ Measures the elapsed time of a certain moment during an went. 
+ If you want to know the e l a p d  time at a certain point during a track met,  you can tell exact time by using this. 
4 The chronograph keeps running while split time is being displayed. Therefore, when split time is released the 

display returns to original rneasuwrnent of total elapsed time. 

SOLAR Light is converted into energy by a solar panel. This energy can be stored far up to six months in a 
rechargeable battery. 

SOLID STATE: A timepiece with no moving parts. All digital watches are 100% solid state. Analog watches 
combine solid state circuits with moving parts. 

STRAP: A wat& band made of leather, pIastic or fabric. 

SUN/MQON INDICATOR: A wheel on a watch partially shown h g h  a cut-out window indicating a sun and 
mwn on a 24-hour basis. 

SUPER ACCURATE: Watch that is accurate to +/- 10 seconds per year. A science that starts with quartz crystal 
oscillators working with patented integrakd circuit technology, assuring their accuracy up to 20 times more 
accurate than conventional quartz watches. 

TACHYMETER TIMER: A scale on a watch with the purpose of indicating the speed in miles per hour (or 
kilometers per hour) over a measured distance of one mile or one kilometer or job quantity per hour. 

TTTANIUM: litanium is a space age metal that is  twice as strong and Md as light as stainless steel. It is also non- 
allergenic, extremely mistant to salt water and other forms of corrosion, and able to withstand extreme 
temperatums. 

TELEMETEK: A chronograph with dial calibrated to determine distance by coordinating sight of a swnd-causing 
a phenomenon with the later reception of the sound (e.g. lightning and thunder). Page 3 of W 
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5 YEAR B A m  Seiko has dweloped technology to lengthen battery life, by causing less power to 
drain from the movement. 

=HOUR INDICATOR: Displays military time by sub-wheeIs w digital mdout. 

WATER RESISTANT; A term that may be used if a watch is sufficiently i rnpwiws to water or mdshlre so that at 
the point of purchase, that watch could succesfully withstand tests as specified by the Federal Trade Commission. 
If your watch has a "locking" m w n  (see Instruction Booklet) ensure that crown is securely thmdeddom to the 
case at all times except when setting the watch. 
Chemicals and solvents, with a lower specihc gravity than water, may penetrate the case at lower pw-sures. 
Certain caustic chemicals may damage seals and diminish the water-resistant capabilities. 
Watches come in different water xesishnt depth and diver's depths: 
1) Water Resistant-Will withstand splashes of water or rain buE should not be worn while swimming or diving. * Water Tested to 50 Meters (165 feetMuitable for showering or swimming in shallow water. 
4 Water Tested to 100 Meters (330 feetksuitable for swimming and snorkeling. + Water Tested to 150 Meters 1500 feettSuitabIe for snorkeling. + Water Tested to 200 Metem (660 feetbsuitable for skin diving. + Diver's to 150 M e t e w M e t s  IS0  Standards and is suitable for m b a  diving. + Diver's ta 200 Meters-Meets ISO Standards and Is suitable for scuba diving. 

Do not operate the mwn or pushbuttons when the watch is wet or submerged. If watch should get wet, it should 
aIways be wiped dry, before attempting to change settitlgs or d e s .  

WM"E ON: An analog watch that is abIe to display digital functions at the touch of a button. An d y  legible 
white numeric display appea;rs on the inside surface of the aystal when any digital function is activated. 

WORLD TIMER: Displays time in up to 24 time zones. 
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